
More Control. Higher Profits. 
Peace of Mind.
Find out how our dealers do it.
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Dealers rely on Ideal to run their business.

1,100+
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Growing Profits 
Cut costs, reduce workload, increase profit margins.



„
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By investing in Ideal to help me track parts, work orders, sales orders and 
everything in between, I’d say my business has grown at least tenfold in 6 years. 

Hank Alredge, Owner
Hank’s Mobile Mower Repair

Scan to see full dealer story
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Doug Nord, Owner
Nord Outdoor Power Equipment

Many times over Ideal has paid for itself both in money and time. If we didn’t 
have the system, we would need to hire more people to get everything done. It 
takes the place of at least two employees. 

Scan to see full dealer story
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Ideal has reduced my workload by 50% compared to the old system. It’s allowed 
me to get a lot more work done without adding another employee.

Todd Gabrielson, Owner
Pokegama Lawn and Sport

Scan to see full dealer story
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Frank Buchanan, Parts Manager
Mike’s Lawnmower

We’ve been able to reduce the staff needed to conduct year-end inventory 
counts by half which makes a tremendous difference in the costs involved to 
perform counts.

Scan to see full dealer story
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30 years of collecting feedback from OPE dealers



Less Hassle. More Control.
Get peace of mind knowing how your business 

is doing at any time.
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Keeping an eye on your business is so easy with Ideal. I love the fact that I can 
go to the dashboard and see how everything is doing on one screen. You can 
track sales, profits, percentages and even mechanics’ performances. It kind of 
makes you feel like Captain Kirk!

John Engelsman, General Manager
Thornhill Lawn Equipment

Scan to see full dealer story
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Gary Nichols, Owner
Nichols Equipment, Inc.

With Ideal, I’ve got a good handle on my business. I know exactly what’s in our 
bank account, what my profit margins are, and what my payables are, to the 
pennies. 

I don’t have to wait until the end of the month for my accountant to tell me 
I lost money. I know the exact hour or day that the margins fell off and I can 
instantly make adjustments. If I have to wait for the accountant, it’s too late.

Scan to see full dealer story
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Being able to track what your employees are doing on a day-to-day basis, 
whether it is a mechanic or a salesman, is huge. From a management 
standpoint, Ideal makes my job so much easier.

Al Silence, Owner
Al’s Lawn Care Products
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Erik Mosbo
Hondo Sales and Service

With our previous system, it was difficult for me to have a snapshot of where 
my business currently stood as far as profitability and inventory control were 
concerned. With Ideal, I always know where we are at any second of the day.

Scan to see full dealer story

HONDO SALES AND SERVICE
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I feel a lot more confident about our business with the reports Ideal produces. 
I can make real-time decisions instead of having to wait for monthly or 
quarterly reports. I can see instantly what areas are making us money, and 
what areas we might want to consider dropping.

Tim Peterson, Owner
Noble Saw

Scan to see full dealer story
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Keenan Mize, Owner
Longview Lawn & Garden Equipment

I love how I can micromanage all aspects of my business with Ideal. Everything 
is just a click away and it makes it very easy to manage my business.

Scan to see full dealer story
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We purchased Ideal 5 years ago and we’re glad that we did. Not only did it 
allow us to expand our store, but the accounting and reporting features have 
helped us to really fine tune our operations. Ideal is one of the most important 
tools in our shop!

Lee Jerikovsky, Operations Manager
Dougs Power Equipment
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Tanya Kistner, Co-Owner
Eau Claire Lawn & Garden 

With Ideal, nothing falls through the cracks. We can actually see the real 
data and the numbers that are there and don’t have to rely on guesstimates 
anymore.
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Ideal allows us to keep track of all of our customers, and everything we need 
on a business level. Without Ideal, you’re basically operating blind.

Rebekah Oliver, CFO
The Power Shop

Scan to see full dealer story



Multi-location dealer
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Kevin Holt, Owner
Capital Equipment 

If you have multiple locations, Ideal gives you the ability to use your buying 
power to buy larger quantities cheaper that can be spread evenly across the 
locations. In addition, if we see one location has 12 of a part and the other 
locations have one, we can spread it out evenly and take care of a customer 
that day because we have trucks that go from store to store daily.

Scan to see full dealer story
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All-in-One Toolset
The only software you’ll ever need to run 

your entire dealership.
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Ideal has everything I need to run a business like ours. It’s very dynamic and 
robust. It’s my Google. When I need to get an answer on the internet, I Google. 
When I need to figure out where I’m at with my business, I use Ideal.  

Bob Rodriguez, Owner
Georges Mower & Burner Service
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Doug Nord
Nord Outdoor Power Equipment

In today’s world, with the number of issues and parts we deal with in a business, 
you need to have a good under-lying software to support your business. We’ve 
been really pleased with the solution we have from Ideal.

Scan to see full dealer story
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Let me put it this way – this is the best software I have come across during my 
career, especially since it’s custom piece of software for our industry. It allowed 
me to be a more efficient manager and it allowed us to be a better service 
organization to our customer base. I don’t know what I’d do without it.

Tom Oswald, Owner
Sylvania Mower Center

Scan to see full dealer story
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Wade Rolison, Owner
Rolison Saw Co LLC

It’s so much simpler than our old computer system. It lets us do multiple 
functions from one screen. I can pull up a customer and see what they’ve 
bought, invoice numbers and profit margins - all from pulling up their name.
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Ideal helps my techs tremendously because they’re not wasting time going 
from one program to another. It’s all integrated and that saves a lot of time.

April Dehn, Office Manager
Arbor Tech Supply

Scan to see full dealer story



Multi-location dealer
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Blake Mills, Corporate Manager
Family Center Farm and Home

We’re more efficient with Ideal, so we can process things faster and we can get 
things back to the customer faster. 

Any person in the building who answers the phone can check on a work order 
or parts order and tell them just about anything they need to know in a few 
seconds. This conveys a real professional outlook to that customer and gives 
people confidence that they are dealing with the right business.

Scan to see full dealer story



Multi-location dealer
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We have a lot of high valued equipment at our warehouse and other locations. 
I can’t imagine keeping track of that without Ideal. I can tell you exactly where 
something is, where it was and what we plan on doing with it. We have almost 
3,000 SKUs when it comes to power equipment. Without Ideal, we wouldn’t be 
able to effectively keep track.

Jerod Ames, Service Manager
Family Center Farm and Home

Scan to see full dealer story
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Beth Martin
AAA Lawnmower Sales & Service

I wouldn’t have it any other way! With Ideal, everything is in one, easy to use 
system. If your system isn’t all-in-one, what’s the point?
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Of our dealers have never switched from Ideal
(and we don’t hold anyone hostage with a contract!)

96%



Taking the plunge
Upgrading to a new software system is easier  

than you think.
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We’re fortunate to have a system like Ideal. It was one of the best decisions I’ve 
ever made. It’s simple yet powerful which makes this the ultimate software for 
the OPE dealer.

Jeff Shoemaker
Schultz Power Equipment

Scan to see full dealer story
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Greg Elyard, Parts Manager
Mahindra of Bloomsburg

We love the software. Out of the three software programs we’ve tried, it’s the 
best one out there. So take the plunge! It does cost money to do, but it’s money 
well invested in your company. 
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I look back at all the time I wasted and now I have a system in Ideal that’s fast, 
easy, and well worth it. I am so glad we made the switch!

Jeff Nicholson, Owner
P&P Small Engines

Scan to see full dealer story
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Tanya Kistner
Eau Claire Lawn & Garden

We switched from another system and the initial training from Ideal made it 
seamless. It’s true what they say that the system pays for itself. We can see that 
just by looking at our yearly reports.
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Ideal has played a huge role in our ability to give our customers the sense that 
we are in the ‘21st century’. Our customers tell us we’re up with the times, and 
that gives us a level of credibility. Without Ideal we wouldn’t have that.

Lori Sobetski, Owner
Sobestski Enterprises

Scan to see full dealer story
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Gary Nichols , Owner
Nichols Equipment

I did extensive, agonizing research before I went with Ideal’s OPE dealer 
software solution. I chose Ideal because of recommendations from fellow 
dealers and I have not regretted my decision. It makes our life so much easier!

Scan to see full dealer story
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How customers rank our support 
in product knowledge

93%



World Class Support
We’ll take good care of you.
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Jed Wasden, IT Manager
R.G. Equipment Company

Support is very responsive and very helpful. They will stay on the line with you 
to make sure all of your questions are addressed in case new ones arise. They 
are also able to explain things as detailed or as simple as it needs to be.

R.G. EQUIPMENT COMPANY
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They’re on top of things, and they understand their own system. If I need 
something changed, they get it done.

Robert Seabrook, Owner
Weston’s Lawn Equipment
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Jeff Shoemaker, Parts Manager
Schultz Power Equipment

It’s very user friendly and the customer service is very good. They are top notch.

Scan to see full dealer story
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I’m very happy with Ideal and with the abilities this system gives me to grow 
my business. The support I’ve been getting is phenomenal. I can’t ask for more 
than that.

Richard Ogawa, Owner
Gardenland Power Equipment

Scan to see full dealer story
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2010 2012 2015

Dennis Haefner teamed with OPE dealer John Herman to develop the industry’s 
first business management software. Ideal Computer Systems, Inc. was born.

Ideal reaches 500 active customers

Ideal for Windows is launched. President Dennis Haefner retires and Ideal is acquired by 
Constellation Dealership Software.

Ideal is the first in the industry to launch a 
mobile app.

Ideal is named Dealer’s Choice – Business Services Product at the GIE+ Expo. Ideal reaches 1,000 active customers. Ideal celebrates its  30th Anniversary!

Ideal Milestones in the last 30 years Developing software that fits OPE dealers’ unique business needs.

x1000x500

1999
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Our dealers have grown & found success with Ideal.
We think you will too.

Want a more in-depth look at how OPE dealers are using Ideal business management system 
to fuel their dealership growth?

Check out 30+ dealer stories on www.idealcomputersystems.com and hear what our clients 
have to say about their success.

Scan to see all our dealer stories
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Ready to gain control of your dealership?

Switching to a new business management software is not an easy decision to make.

We’ve helped many dealers like you to make the transition from other software to Ideal. 
The unique needs of these dealers have been incorporated into our thorough training and 
implementation approach.

Ready to boost you growth? Call us today!

 
        800-737-1620
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About Ideal

Many OPE dealers struggle to manage their dealership having to use multiple systems and 
often duplicating the data. Ideal gives dealers all the tools they need to manage each aspect 
of their business in one, easy-to-use software.

With an all-in-one software, dealers are able to automate processes, gain control of their 
dealership and have peace of mind.





Ideal Computer Systems Inc.
(800) 737-1620

www.idealcomputersystems.com


